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Abstract
In this paper, we present methods to optimize the design and flight characteristics of a biologically-inspired bat-
like robot. In previous, work we have designed the topological structure for the wing kinematics of this robot;
here we present methods to optimize the geometry of this structure, and to compute actuator trajectories such
that its wingbeat pattern closely matches biological counterparts. Our approach is motivated by recent studies on
biological bat flight which have shown that the salient aspects of wing motion can be accurately represented in
a low-dimensional space. Although bats have over 40 Degrees of Freedom (DoFs), our robot possesses several
biologically meaningful morphing specializations. We use principal components analysis (PCA) to characterize the
two most dominant modes of biological bat flight kinematics, and we optimize our robot’s parametric kinematics to
mimic these. The method yields a robot that is reduced from five Degrees of Actuation (DoAs) to just three, and that
actively folds its wings within a wingbeat period. As a result of mimicking synergies, the robot produces an average
net lift improvement of 89 % over the same robot when its wings cannot fold.
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1 Introduction
Animals are living and working solutions to the complex
problems of kinematics, dynamics, and control; understand-
ing these biological systems can give incredible insight into
designing new robotic systems. These biological organisms
can provide the framework for building a robot and imple-
menting its desired motion as well as give intuition for con-
trol strategies. However, it is often difficult to incorporate
the many complexities of a biological system when building
a robot. Design of these robots is thus often focused
on finding redundancies in the structure and designing a
robotic system with a lower complexity than the original
system. For example, the human hand is a system with over
20 Degrees of Freedom (DoF) (Lin et al. 2000). Robotic
grippers and hands are often built to embody the unique
grasping capabilities of the human hand while having a
reduced number of DoFs to minimize the required number
of actuators and to reduce computation. Thus, production is
more feasible, and implementation of robotic grippers and
hands becomes more practical. For example, the Pisa/IIT
SoftHand has 19 DoFs but uses only a single actuator
for control (Catalano et al. 2012, 2014). Another example
is the DLR-Hand II which is a robotic gripper that was
designed to have 13 DoFs, giving it a lower-dimensional
configuration space than the human hand (Butterfaß et al.
2001).
Similarly, flying robots have been designed to mimic
insects (Deng et al. 2006b,a; Ma et al. 2013), birds
(Shyy et al. 2010; Paranjape et al. 2013), hummingbirds
(Keennon et al. 2012), and bats (Chung and Dorothy 2010;
Colorado et al. 2012; Bahlman et al. 2013; Ramezani
et al. 2015, 2016a,b, 2017). The flight mechanisms found
in these biological creatures are often very complex, and
mimicking them precisely is a substantial undertaking.
Thus, researchers have analyzed these biological creatures
in attempts to create an artificial system that can roughly
mimic their behaviors while having a simplified design.
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In designing bio-inspired robots, a simplified architecture
is derived from observing biology and then searching for
redundancies and reducing complexity. The resulting robot
is often considered suitable and the structure is left as
is. However, it can be advantageous to add a second
stage to the design process. Specifically, the structure and
movement of the robot can be modified such that its
kinematic behavior more closely mimics biology, and this
can result in performance improvements. In this paper,
we claim that more closely mimicking biology’s dominant
kinematic synergies and their timed activations can in fact
improve robot performance. Specifically, we consider the
process of designing a robotic bat from observations of
biology.
Bats have a very sophisticated flight mechanism,
possessing over 40 DoFs (Riskin et al. 2008). These animals
have been studied for many years, but only recently have
researchers attempted to mimic them (Chung and Dorothy
2010; Colorado et al. 2012; Bahlman et al. 2013). Several
studies were conducted to design and construct a robotic
bat based on observations of biological bats in nature
(Ramezani et al. 2016a, 2015, 2016b, 2017). Development
of a bat-size aerial robot is constrained by weight, size,
and power limitations (Pines and Bohorquez 2006; Platzer
et al. 2008). Furthermore, mimicking the kinematics of
a biological bat is challenging because of its complex
morphology. Implementing a bat’s 40 DoFs as a robot
would require a very large number of actuators. Given
the strict weight requirements necessary for flapping flight
and the current limitations of technology, it is essentially
infeasible to do this. Simplifications are therefore required
for flight to be possible. These restrictions and limitations
have motivated better understanding and selection of major
DoFs in biological bats.
The robotic Bat-Bot (B2) was designed to possess the
morphing properties of bat wings and retain their dominant
motions found in flight while having only five Degrees of
Actuation (DoA) (Ramezani et al. 2015, 2016a,b, 2017).
The DoAs are synchronous flapping, asynchronous folding
and unfolding movements of the wings, and stabilizing
movements of the hindlimb. This low-dimensional design
was formulated by first analyzing the skeletal structure of
biological bats and their dominant movements. In addition,
groups of joints in bats have been shown to move together
during flight through analysis of recorded motion capture
data of bats flying in a wind tunnel (Riskin et al. 2008).
B2 was designed to exploit these groups. The resulting
construction has a reduced dimensional complexity but
retains motion abilities similar to the studied organism.
In an effort to more closely mimic biology, this paper
presents a second stage design methodology that assumes
the existing topology of B2. This synergistic approach
uses optimization to modify structural parameters affecting
wing geometry and select ideal actuator trajectories such
that the kinematic synergies and activations of the robot
most closely match those of a biological bat. This
optimization routine compares the synergies obtained from
prerecorded trajectories of markers on a biological bat
to equivalent simulated marker trajectories on B2. The
performance functional consists of the sum of squared
differences between Euclidean positions of the markers of
the biological bat and B2 reconstructed after performing
Principal Component Analysis (PCA) with only the
first two components. The improved matching of B2’s
kinematics to biology is validated both in simulation
and motion capture experiments. Furthermore, load cell
experiments of the new system confirm improvements in
lift production. Negative lift during the upstroke is reduced
because B2 folds its wings during the upstroke, and on
average there is an 89 % improvement in net lift generation
over a wingbeat period.
This is consistent with the literature of biological bat
flight: it is thought that bats fold their wings during
the upstroke portion of the wingbeat period to improve
efficiency and reduce negative lift (Riskin et al. 2012), and
this has been experimentally verified with a robotic bat
wing (Bahlman et al. 2013). As seen from (Hoff et al. 2016),
folding and unfolding the wings of B2 within a wingbeat
period is the necessary synergy activation that must occur
to mimic biology. However, the on-board motors driving
wing folding of the previous design of B2 (Ramezani et al.
2017) are unable to synchronize folding with flapping, and
thus wing folding cannot occur within the required time
window. Therefore, we redesigned the actuation system
based on the works in (Hoff et al. 2017) to couple folding
and flapping such that the principal component activations
can be realized.
The work in this paper is organized as follows. Section 2
provides background information regarding synergies and
bio-inspired robots built to mimic synergies. Section 3
describes the biological bat motion capture data which will
be compared against the behavior of B2. The construction
and capabilities of B2 are detailed in Section 4. Specifically,
it provides information regarding the structural design of B2
and derives a parametric kinematic model that expresses the
markers’ positions in terms of the optimization variables,
i.e., the position of the actuated coordinates and the physical
parameters of B2. Using this model, Section 5 presents the
optimization formulation that finds the actuator trajectories
over the wingbeat cycle of B2 and its structural parameters
by comparing prerecorded trajectories of markers on a
biological bat to B2’s equivalent marker trajectories. The
optimization results from simulation and the experimental
results are presented in Section 6. Concluding remarks are
made in Section 7. It should be noted that the works in
parts of this study have previously been published in the
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Figure 1. Proposed PCA-based synergistic design framework
to effectively draw connection between prohibitively
hard-to-copy biological organisms with nontrivial morphologies
and bio-inspired robot designs.
conference proceedings of Hoff et al. (2016) and Hoff et al.
(2017).
2 Synergies
Kinematic synergies of biological bats are the foundation
for the work in this study as they are used to optimize
B2’s behavior to that of a biological bat. In this section, we
review the concept of kinematic synergies. We provide a
brief literature review of the use of synergies in studying
biological organisms, and we give examples of robot
designs inspired by synergies in biology.
2.1 Background
The movement of humans and animals has been a
much studied topic. The concept of muscle synergies has
proved particularly useful in these studies. This theory
of unified activations within groupings of muscles was
first proposed by Bernstein (1967), and it is based on
the assumption that it is very difficult for the central
nervous system to independently control all of the joints
of an animal independently. In humans, for example, many
movements are a cooperative effort from different muscle
groups. A study on postural control in humans analyzed
electromyography (EMG) activity of 16 muscles in the
back and legs of humans (Torres-Oviedo and Ting 2007),
and it reported that six or fewer muscle synergies were
able to accurately replicate the postural responses. Similarly
findings have been discovered in animals: researchers have
explained the kicking motion in frogs with three time-
varying muscle synergies (d’Avella et al. 2003).
The kinematic movements produced from these muscle
synergies likewise have synergies of their own. Numerous
studies have been performed to quantify the set of synergies
of humans and animals in order to characterize their
behavior in a low-dimensional space. These synergies often
form a set of basis vectors of which only the most dominant
are needed to approximate the animal’s movement. For
example, one DoF in animals may correspond to the
coordinated movement of multiple joints (Bernstein 1967).
One DoF is not necessarily expressed only as one joint
because often movements of joints are coupled to each
other. Studies have frequently used the statistical method
PCA to reduce the dimensions of a data set (Jolliffe 2002).
PCA has been successful in identifying the synergies of
human movement. Daffertshofer et al. (2004) demonstrated
that human walking could be accurately explained with
only a few principal components from kinematic and EMG
data. PCA has also been effective in human gait recognition
(Wang et al. 2003), studying walking and running gaits
(Cappellini et al. 2006), and identifying kinematic synergies
of human arm movement (Fod et al. 2002). As a result,
these methods have been applied to the design of humanoid
robots and robotic arms. Taı¨x et al. (2013) optimized
the movement of a humanoid robot performing reaching
motions to match those of a human, and it encoded
these movements as motor primitives in the robot using
PCA. Natural human-like arm motion can be generated
by a robotic arm using linear combinations of principal
components, i.e. kinematic synergies of the human arm
(Lim et al. 2005). PCA has also been used to reduce the
dimensional complexity of the EMG signals and the joint
angles of the human arm to control an anthropomorphic
robotic arm (Artemiadis and Kyriakopoulos 2010).
Robotic hand research has been powered by representing
grasping in a low-dimensional space. The human hand has
become a widely studied kinematic structure for synergies,
and this has been useful in the design of robotic hands.
Santello et al. (1998) showed that greater than 80 % of the
variance of static grasping data can be described by only the
first two postural synergies, i.e. principal components. From
these results, Brown and Asada (2007) designed a robotic
hand with the kinematic topology of a human hand that
could be actuated with only two motors controlling the first
two postural synergies. Similarly, Ciocarlie et al. (2007);
Ciocarlie and Allen (2009) expanded upon the analyses of
Santello et al. (1998) through grasp planning using these
first two postural synergies. This research in synergies
has been further developed by the idea of ‘soft synergies’
presented by Bicchi et al. (2011); Gabiccini et al. (2011),
and these have been implemented on the anthropomorphic
Pisa/IIT SoftHand (Catalano et al. 2014).
The efforts in quantifying complex behavior of biological
mechanisms in a lower-dimensional subspace have led to
the successful design of bio-inspired robots that can mimic
their biological counterparts to a great extent in spite of
retaining fewer DoFs. Kinematic analysis of biological data
of frogs jumping guided the creation of the mechanical
design of frog legs with fewer DoFs (Wang et al. 2008).
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Snakes have kinematic synergies, and these have been
extracted and implemented on a snake robot (Gong et al.
2016). Crickets have been analyzed with high speed video
to identify important parts of the kinematic structure of their
legs (Laksanacharoen et al. 2000), and this has led to the
successful design of a cricket robot (Birch et al. 2000).
Images of sequential side view shots of kangaroos were
used to create a kangaroo robot with fewer DoFs (Liu et al.
2014). Development of the MIT Robotic Cheetah was aided
with the analysis of tendon–bone locations of biological
legged systems (Ananthanarayanan et al. 2012). Tangorra
et al. (2007) developed a robotic fish by first analyzing the
kinematics of the pectoral fin of a sunfish to design the robot
in a low-dimensional space. It used PCA in its analysis of
the sunfish to extract the three most dominant modes which
made up 67 % of the variance and implemented these on the
robotic fin.
Flapping flight has also borrowed from low-dimensional
analysis. Like the human hand, it is imperative to recognize
the sophisticated complexity of a biological bat’s flight
apparatus. It possesses ball-and-socket and revolute joints
that connect the bones and muscles to one another and
synthesize a metamorphic musculoskeletal system with
over 40 DoFs. It is known that some of these joints are
passive while some are active (Riskin et al. 2008). Similar
to the previously mentioned research, bat motion can be
described in a low-dimensional space using PCA. There
are three groupings of joints in a bat wing that move
together, accounting for 14 of 20 joints (Riskin et al. 2008).
This experiment also discovered that approximating the
bat’s motion with only 16 of 46 principal components
accounted for 95 % of the variance of the original behavior,
and the first two principal components represent 57 % of
the variance. These observations of bat flight suggest that
the dimensional complexity can be significantly reduced
by making correlations between couplings of the bat’s
kinematics. By choosing only some of the principal
components, the dimensionality of the bat can be reduced
without much loss of the accuracy of reproducing the
actual data. As mentioned earlier, B2’s initial design was
motivated by these observations of synergies in bats, and
it was given folding-unfolding and flapping capabilities to
match these dominant synergies.
2.2 Synergistic design approach
As seen in the previous examples, synergies offer a means
for describing biology at a more fundamental level, and
they are effective for the initial stage of designing the
kinematic structures of bio-inspired robots. This stage is
shaped by the selection of a general structural topology
that will define the capabilities of the robot. We propose
that a second stage of design can be built upon this first
stage. This design framework illustrated in Figure 1. It
assumes this selected topology and actuator placement as
the initial design, and it attempts to adapt the design from
the first stage to match biology more closely. This requires
quantifying the behavior of biology and the robot and
comparing them in the same mathematical space. However,
this is challenging because biology is often very complex,
and exactly mimicking it is not possible. Consequently,
the most important features buried in the complexities
of biology must be extracted to aid in this comparison.
PCA offers an excellent solution to quantifying behavior
and obtaining the dominant characteristics in the form of
kinematic synergies. This method has been successful in
numerous areas of biology and has shown to accurately
describe complex systems in a low-dimensional space. It
eliminates the complexities in biology and exacts only
the most important qualities relevant to the robot. Given
these biological synergies from PCA, the robot’s synergies
must likewise be extracted for comparison. This requires
several steps to map design parameters to synergies in the
principal component space. First, a parametric kinematic
model maps the design parameters and motor inputs to
the joint space. These joint angles are then input into the
forward kinematics to produce the 3D motion of the system.
Finally, synergies are derived from the output of the forward
kinematics, thus allowing the evaluation of the current
selection of parameters and motor inputs. This iterative
routine delivers a new set of design parameters such that
the system more closely copies the dominant synergies of
biology.
In bats, flapping and folding are the two most dominant
synergies. Given the design of B2, using optimization to
match only the two most dominant synergies results in the
wings flapping and the wings folding at a particular time
in the period. PCA takes out the complexities of which B2
cannot match. The results of PCA of biological bat data
reported by Riskin et al. (2008) offer a means for describing
bat kinematics in a low-dimensional space. Furthermore,
analysis of the skeletal structures of a biological bat wing
and a human hand shows great similarities between the
two structures. While grasping is not periodic, i.e. it
is not a gait cycle like flapping in bats, the structural
similarities between hands and bat wings and the success
of implementing PCA for designing robotic hands are
encouraging to the validity of our synergistic optimization
approach to be applied to the flight mechanism of B2.
3 Motion capture data
Some bio-inspired robots have been rigorously designed by
analysis of kinematic data of their biological counterparts.
Experiments in this area are typically conducted to analyze
the behavior of biological systems on a more quantitative
level. One technique used in the literature to interpret
kinematics involves setup of high-speed cameras to track
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Figure 2. DoFs of a biological bat. In producing this figure, an
image from Riskin et al. (2008) is used.
the motion of the animal (Tian et al. 2006; Riskin et al.
2008; Hubel et al. 2012). Reflective markers are attached
to the animal, and its motion is recorded. Post-processing
methods are used to find Cartesian coordinates of the
markers over a time period. This spatiotemporal motion
capture data contains the kinematic behavior of the animal
in terms of the evolution of the attached markers in the
Cartesian coordinate frame over time. This data provides
further quantitative information which can aid in the
design of robots. Studies of flapping flight have used this
experimental procedure (Riskin et al. 2008; Hubel et al.
2012). Other studies have used similar experimental setups
to quantify the kinematic behavior of grasping of the hand
(Santello et al. 1998; Mason et al. 2001).
The design of a robot with bat morphology that emulates
the synergistic behavior of a biological bat can be improved
with analysis of data describing its kinematics over a
wingbeat cycle. We used high-speed motion capture data of
Tadarida brasiliensis provided by researchers Dr. Kenneth
Breuer and Dr. Sharon Schwartz from Brown University
(Hubel et al. 2012). A detailed description of data collection
experiments and post-processing methods that have been
used by Brown can be found in (Riskin et al. 2008), though
a different bat species was used for the results in that
study. Three Photron 1024 PCI digital high-speed cameras
(Photron USA, Inc., San Diego, CA USA) recorded whole
wing and body kinematics of bats in a wind tunnel at
1000 Hz with 1024× 1024 pixel resolution. The marker
positions were digitized to 3D positions by using the direct
linear transformation (DLT) method on the recorded 2D
images. Post-processing filled in gaps using polynomial
fitting.
The marker locations are shown in Figure 2. This
selection of markers was determined by careful analysis of
the dimensional complexity for varying marker placement
(Riskin et al. 2008). The kinematic data set consists of the
Cartesian coordinates of these data points that were tracked
by high speed cameras. We denote by n the number of time
samples for a single wingbeat cycle of a bat, with each
sample containing the Cartesian coordinates for np = 17
data markers placed on the bat. The position vectors of the
markers are in the form pi =
[
xi yi zi
]>
, and these are
used to build a data matrix of the form
M =

p1(t1)
> p2(t1)> · · · pnp(t1)>
p1(t2)
> p2(t2)> · · · pnp(t2)>
...
...
...
...
p1(tn)
> p2(tn)> · · · pnp(tn)>
 . (1)
The term pi(tj) refers to Cartesian coordinate vector of
marker i at time sample j.
3.1 Data preprocessing
The original data set has a Cartesian coordinate system
based on an inertial frame of reference fixed at a point in the
wind tunnel. We introduced a body-referenced coordinate
frame about the anterior marker of the biological bat. The
origin is the anterior sternum marker. The x axis passes
from the posterior sternum marker to the anterior sternum
marker. The y axis is orthogonal to the x axis and gravity.
The z is orthogonal to the other two axes. This is the
coordinate system used by Riskin et al. (2008).
It should be noted that Ramezani et al. (2016a) designed
B2 based on the dimensions of Rousettus aegyptiacus.
This bat is much larger bat than Tadarida brasiliensis (the
bat used for the analyses in this paper). Because of this
discrepancy, we scaled the data for Tadarida brasiliensis
such that the outstretched wingspan BT.b. for Tadarida
brasiliensis matches the outstretched wingspan BR.a. of
Rousettus aegyptiacus (Norberg 1972; Norberg and Rayner
1987). The subscript T.b. refers to Tadarida brasiliensis,
and the subscript R.a. refers to Rousettus aegyptiacus.
4 Construction and parameterization
In our previous work, analysis of biological bats led to the
design of a flapping robot with bat morphology (Ramezani
et al. 2015, 2016a,b). These studies designed the structure
and capabilities of the robot with the intent to mimic the
fundamental kinematic synergies observed in biological
bats. The two most dominant synergies in a biological
bat from PCA are the flapping motion of the wing and
the folding and unfolding motion of the wing. B2 was
engineered to embody these morphing capabilities as well
as dorsoventral1 hindlimb motion such that it mimics the
basic movements of biological bats.
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This paper contributes to the structural design and
the actuator movements of the prototype developed in
Ramezani et al. (2016a) by formulating a rigorous
optimization routine that matches the principal synergies
of B2 to those found in a biological bat and presenting
a new mechanism design that can realize these synergies.
PCA is used to analyze both the movement of the biological
bat and B2 in order to quantify a representation of the
synergies in each. The synergies of the biological bat are
embedded in B2 through optimization of its structure and
actuator trajectories using the biological bat data described
in Section 3. Thus, in this section we provide a description
of the construction of an initial prototype of B2 to achieve a
basic understanding of its structure. The parametric model
of the mechanical constraints and forward kinematics
provides mathematical expressions for the marker positions
on B2 that that will be compared to the marker positions of
the biological bat in the optimization routine presented in
Section 5. The construction and capabilities of the initial
prototype of B2 have been documented in the previous
works (Ramezani et al. 2015, 2016a,b). Additionally, the
new mechanism that couples wing folding-unfolding to
flapping has been described in (Hoff et al. 2017).
4.1 Robotic bat overview (Ramezani et al.
2015, 2016a,b)
B2, shown in Figure 3, is designed based on the biological
findings that emphasize the existence of functional groups
of joints in bats. There are three groups of joints that are
coupled in their movements: wrist pronation2 and elbow
bending; wing spreading and finger bending; and morphing
of the medial part of the wings from the combined
movement of shoulders, hips, and knees (Riskin et al.
2008). Active actuation of the wrists, fingers, and shoulders
is necessary to achieve pronating rotation in wrists,
humeral rotation, flexion-extension3 motions in digits, and
abduction-adduction4 motions in digits. However, it is not
feasible to design a robotic bat to incorporate all of these
DoAs.
A synergistic design approach was employed to
incorporate several mechanical linkages in the articulated
flight mechanism of B2. The resulting structure has five
DoAs. This morphing mechanism requires a minimal
number of actuators, while at the same time being capable
of producing biologically meaningful movements. These
motions include: synchronous flapping motion of the left
and right forelimbs, asynchronous mediolateral5 motion of
each wing (wing folding and unfolding), and asynchronous
dorsoventral movement of each leg.
B2’s forelimbs each are constrained to one DoF, shown
in Figure 5, providing three coupled active movements:
humeral retraction-protraction, elbow flexion-extension,
and carpal abduction-adduction. These movements are seen
in the shoulder, elbow, and wrist of biological bats and
thus are considered biologically meaningful movements.
Also similar to a biological bat, B2’s forelimbs provide
structural support and the ability to shape the thin synthetic
membrane. There are nine links composing each forelimb
of B2: the carpal link (p4-p5), the three digital links, the
two radial links (p3-p4), the radial support link (p5-p6), and
the two humeral links (p1-p6) (Ramezani et al. 2016a). The
humeral links are of length h1 and h2. The two radial links
have length r1 and r2, and their support has a length of rs.
The forelimb mechanism is manipulated by movement of
the spindle, where p3 is constrained to move along the x
axis of the body frame. The humeral link is fixed to the
shoulder, and the spindle moves the position of the radial
link. The carpal plate and humeral links attach to the radial
support link with revolute joints. Elbow flexion-extension is
generated from the linear motion of the spindle, as the radial
link’s motion is dependent on that of the spindle. Likewise,
the digital links attached to the carpal plate move relative to
the radial link.
The three fingers are secured to the carpal link of length
c. These thin flexible carbon fiber tubes of lengths d1, d2,
and d3 can passively flex and extend with respect to the
carpal plate as well as abduct and adduct with respect to
each other. The origin of each is at distance r from the
end of the carpal plate p5. Unlike biological bats, the digits
of B2 lack joints and active actuation. The angles of these
digits with respect to the carpal plate are fixed, measuring
to be γ1, γ2, and γ3. Furthermore, B2’s carpal links have
passive rotations.
The significant movements of the ankles of a biological
bat are dorsoventral and mediolateral. In a wingbeat cycle,
the upstroke portion consists of dorsal motion and the
downstroke consists of ventral motion of the ankle (Cheney
et al. 2014). The movement of B2’s hindlimbs is limited
to dorsoventral movement because mediolateral movement
is less dominant in biological bats (Riskin et al. 2008).
Additionally, B2’s hindlimbs (p13-p14) of length l are
carbon fiber rods that lack the knee joints present in its
biological counterpart. These rods are connected to 1-DoF
revolute joints on the tail of its structure, allowing each
hindlimb to move in a plane rotated at an angle γ4 from the
parasagittal plane6. The body length between the shoulder
and hip is b.
All of these length and angle measurement parameters
are lumped into a single parameter vector
P = [h1 h2 r1 · · · γ3 γ4]> . (2)
This vector gives the exact geometric layout for the given
topological structure of B2.
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4.2 Coupling Mechanism (Hoff et al. 2017)
For our synergistic design scheme effectiveness to be
verifiable empirically, we considered a major robot redesign
based on coupling the flapping and folding-unfolding
movements of B2. In past work we found that to mimic
biology, B2’s wings must fold and unfold within one
wingbeat period, but it was impossible to achieve this
high frequency response with the current motors driving
wing folding (Hoff et al. 2016). Therefore, we designed a
mechanism (shown in Figure 3) to couple folding-unfolding
to flapping such that the wings extend in the downstroke and
fold in the upstroke (Hoff et al. 2017). This synchronization
allows B2 to mimic the timed activations of these two
dominant synergies found in biology. In this paper, we will
assume this new design and formulate the kinematics based
on this paradigm. B2 will have a resulting three DoAs
because wing folding is coupled to flapping, and the two
DC motors actuating wing morphing have been replaced by
a system of linkages.
The kinematics of the system of linkages driving flapping
and folding are depicted in Figure 4. We used a four-bar
linkage to convert the circular motion of the crank arm
(j3-j2) to motion of a rocker (j4-j6). The rocker arm in
turn drives the slider (i.e. the spindle). We can characterize
the completed motion of this 1-DoF system with the crank
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Figure 5. DoFs and morphological parameters of B2. (a) Gray
variables label the marker locations, and black variables
describe the structural parameters. The coordinate frames are
shown in green. (b) Actuated DoFs and configuration
variables. Blue arrows denote biologically meaningful angles in
the left forelimb that are not directly actuated. Red arrows
show directly actuated angles.
angle qC and the set of parameters describing the lengths
of the connections between joints and their offsets. The
lengths sy and sz denote the offset distance of the shoulder
joint j0 from the crank center j3 in the −y and z directions.
Ball-and-socket joints are attached to the end of the crank
arm and to the shoulder. They are connected by link l1. The
length of the crank radius is rc, and the shoulder length is
rs, i.e. the distance from j0 to j1.
The four-bar crank-rocker mechanism consists of the
drive link rc, the coupler link l2, the rocker l3, and the base
dimension
√
w2x + w
2
z . Link l2 converts the rotation of the
crank to periodic rocking motion of l3 about its revolute
joint j4, which is offset distances of wx and wz in the −x
and −z directions from j3. The rocker arm extends to a
length of l3 + l4 and its end joint j6 connects to joint j7.
These ball-and-socket joints are secured to one another by
link l5. This link in turn drives link l6 to translate about its
prismatic joint j8. The rotation of link l6 about j8, however,
depends completely on the rotation of the shoulder rs
because the two are joined by the armwing structure. All
of the above listed lengths can be be combined to give the
vector C.
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4.3 Parametric flight kinematics
The static structure of B2 is determined by the physical
parameters vector P , but the evolution of its kinematics
during flight requires characterizing the actuators that drive
its motion over a wingbeat cycle. For the purposes of
this study, only consideration of one wing is necessary
as it shall be assumed that the wings mirror each other
in straight flight. Additionally, the coupling mechanism
forces identical behavior of the two wings when the wing
parameters P are the same on each side. The actuated
coordinates, which express the positions of the actuators,
are denoted by
Qa =
[
qC qDV
]>
(3)
where qDV is the dorsoventral angle (the angle the hindlimb
makes with respect to the x-y plane, shown in Figure 5).
The configuration variable vector
Q = [qRP qFE qAA xSP qFL qDV]> (4)
defines the shape of the wing and hindlimb as it evolves
through the action of actuated coordinates. The terms qRP,
qFE, qAA, qFL, and qDV are the five biologically meaningful
angles of B2, as shown in Figure 5. The angle qRP denotes
the retraction and protraction angle, qFE the radial flexion
and extension angle, qAA the abduction and adduction
angle of the carpus, qFL the flapping angle (the angle that
wing makes with respect to the x-y plane), and qDV the
dorsoventral movement of the hindlimb. The term xSP is
the position of the spindle that moves linearly to control the
folding-unfolding of the wing. The angles qRP, qFE, and qAA
move in response to this term.
4.4 Structural constraints
The relationship between Qa and Q is defined by nonlinear
mappings, and these mappings can be derived analytically
by imposing the appropriate mathematical constraints on
the system.
4.4.1 Crank constraints: First, the nonlinear mapping
Gcrank : (qC , C) 7→ (xSP, qFL) (5)
describes the dependency of spindle position xSP and the
flapping angle qFL on the position of the crank angle qC and
the selection of the values for the crank parameters C. The
mechanical system of linkages is shown in Figure 4. It is
a 1-DoF system that depends solely on qC and the values
of C. We can enforce this by imposing a set of kinematic
constraints on this closed-loop kinematic chain.
We determine qFL by considering the closed loop j0-j1-
j2-j3. We establish the loop closure by ensuring that l1 has
constant length by adding its projections onto the xy, xz,
and yz planes as
2l21 = l
2
1,xy + l
2
1,xz + l
2
1,yz. (6)
The projections l1,xy , l1,xz , and l1,yz are functions of the
known variables sy , sz , rc, rs, and qC , and the unknown
variable qFL. Algebraic manipulations produce the equation
of form
A cos qFL +B sin qFL + C = 0 (7)
in which A, B, and C are functions of qC and C. This
is equivalent to Freudenstein’s Equation, and thus qFL can
be solved for as a quadratic by making trigonometric
substitutions for sin qFL and cos qFL.
Next, we consider the remaining mechanism to derive an
expression of xSP. We solve the planar four-bar linkage by
deriving the closure equations for loop j2-j3-j4-j5. This is
equivalent to forcing the vectors traversing the linkage to
sum to zero, i.e. the loop is closed. This is written as
−−→
j3j2 +
−−→
j2j5 +
−−→
j5j4 +
−−→
j4j3 = 0. (8)
The sum of the vectors around the linkage must equal zero
in order for the loop to remain closed. We expand these
terms as
Roty (φ3)
rc0
0
+ Roty (φ2)
l20
0

+ Roty (φ5)
l30
0
+ Roty (φ4)
‖w‖0
0
 = 0,
(9)
where ‖w‖ = √w2x + w2z and φ2, φ3, φ4, and φ5 are the
respective angular positions of joints j2, j3, j4, and j5.
Roty is the rotation matrix about the y axis. The base link
is stationary, thus φ4 is a known constant that remains at
position φ4 = 2pi − atan wzwx . Angle φ3 is equivalent to
the crank angle qC and therefore is also known. Using
algebraic manipulations, these equations are transformed
into the form of equation (7). We select the “elbow-up”
configuration of the rocker as the solution to find angles
φ2 and φ5.
Given φ5 and qFL, it is straightforward to solve
for the spindle position xSP. The loop j6-j7-j8 closure
is guaranteed by projecting l5 onto the planes as in
equation (6) and ensuring its length is constant.
4.4.2 Wing constraints: Similarly, B2’s armwing con-
straints define the nonlinear map
Gwing : (xSP,P) 7→ (qRP, qFE, qAA) . (10)
The spindle position xSP and choice of P determine the
armwing angles qRP, qFE, and qAA. This mapping can in
fact be solved analytically by considering the moving lower
triangle mechanism and the upper four-bar linkage.
The mapping Gmech is derived by imposing constraints
that the kinematics must satisfy. These require that loops
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made by p1-p2-p3 and p2-p4-p5-p6, as shown in Figure 5,
are always closed. For the lower triangle in which xSP drives
the mechanism, the vector equation is given by
−−→p1p2 +−−→p2p3 +−−→p3p1 = 0. (11)
These vectors can be written in two dimensions using
rotation matrices to provide the orientation of the length
vectors as
Rotz (qRP)
[
h1
0
]
+ Rotz (qRP + qFE)
[−r1
0
]
+
[−xSP
o2
]
= 0.
(12)
The term Rotz denotes the rotation matrix about the z axis.
The four-bar linkage of the rectangle of B2’s forelimb can
similarly be solved. The loop equation is written
−−→p2p4 +−−→p4p5 +−−→p5p6 +−−→p6p2 = 0. (13)
This relation can be written as
Rotz (qRP + qFE)
[
r2
0
]
+ Rotz (qRP + qFE + qAA)
[
c
0
]
+ Rotz (qRP + ψ)
[−rs
0
]
+ Rotz (qRP)
[−h2
0
]
= 0.
(14)
The angles qRP and qFE are found by solving the triangle
linkage, leaving qAA and ψ as the only unknown angles.
The kinematic loop equations (12) and (14) can be solved
analytically to give the solution to the configuration variable
Q. Given values for xSP, and qFL and qDV, the angles
qRP, qFE, and qAA are determined from the solution to the
loop equations. It should be noted that the configuration
variables qRP, qFE, and qAA are wrapped to the interval
[−pi, pi]. This is simply for plotting purposes and is not
necessary for accurate computation.
4.5 Forward kinematics
Given the solutions to the constraint equations, it is possible
to compute marker positions. There are 14 points on each
wing that correspond to origins of links, ends of links,
and intersections between links as shown in Figure 5. A
detailed explanation of marker selection for comparison to
the biological bat is provided in Section 5. The shoulder
coordinate frame Fs has origin at O, and its x and y axes
point towards the head of B2 and to the left as shown in
Figure 5. The humerus frame Fh likewise has origin at p1
and its x axis is aligned with the humerus. The x axis of
the radius frame Fr is set along the radial links with origin
p2, and the x axis of the carpal frame Fc is along the carpal
plate at p4. The three digital frames Fdi have x axes aligned
with each digit and have origins at p5. The hindlimb frame
Fl has the x attached along the hindlimb. The configuration
variable vector and physical parameters can be used to solve
the following forward kinematic equations
[pˆ1]Fs =
[
0 o1 + o2 0
]>
[pˆi]Fs = [pˆ1]Fs + Rotx(qFL)Rotz(qRP) [pˆi]Fh ,
i ∈ {2, 6}
[pˆi]Fs = [pˆ2]Fs + Rotx(qFL)Rotz(qRP+
qFE) [pˆi]Fr , i ∈ {3, 4}
[pˆ5]Fs = [pˆ4]Fs + Rotx(qFL)Rotz(qRP + qFE+
qAA) [pˆ5]Fc
[pˆi]Fs = [pˆ5]Fs + Rotx(qFL)Rotz(qRP + qFE
+ qAA + γj) [pˆi]Fdj ,
i ∈ {7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12} , j ∈ {1, 2, 3}
[pˆ13]Fs =
[−b 0 0]>
[pˆ14]Fs = [pˆ13]Fs + Rotz(γ4)Roty(qDV) [pˆ14]Fl .
(15)
The Cartesian position vectors of B2’s markers with
respect to the shoulder frame in the form [pˆi]Fs =[
xi yi zi
]>
will for the remainder of this paper be
expressed as pˆi to simplify notation. It should be noted that
the position vector pˆ3 of spindle marker p3 is restricted to
motion along the x axis of the body frame because of the
constraints of the mechanism.
5 Optimization
The parametric model derived in Section 4 provides a clear
relationship of the selected actuator trajectories Qa and the
physical parameters P to the positions of the markers on
B2. In this section, we address the selection of values forQa
and P . The primary objective of this paper is to provide the
closest matching of B2’s kinematic synergies to those of the
biological bat. Identifying the appropriate values forQa and
P gives a solution to this goal. Yet, this proves challenging
because there exists a difference in topology between the
skeletons of B2 and the biological bat. Furthermore, B2 has
only three DoAs compared to the> 40 DoFs in a biological
bat.
This section presents a method for optimizing the values
for Qa and P such that the calculated synergies of B2
most closely match those of a biological bat. The synergies
of B2 are derived from the Euclidean positions of the
points on its wing, and likewise those of the biological
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bat are determined from markers painted on the wing and
tracked with high speed cameras. This method for selecting
actuator trajectories and parameter values is formulated as
an optimization problem. We describe in detail each step of
the optimization and outline the cost function.
5.1 Marker selection for comparison
In order to match the synergies of B2 to those of a biological
bat, it is necessary to consider how to compare these two
systems. As described in Section 3, Riskin et al. (2008)
presented an experiment in which marker placement was
determined to best characterize the dimensional complexity
of a biological bat. It used 17 markers to capture this
dimensional complexity of over 20 DoFs in one wing.
Compared to this biological bat, B2 has a significantly
reduced complexity, with only three actuators contributing
three DoAs to the system for this new design. Furthermore,
there are major topological differences between the skeletal
structures of a biological bat and B2. The forelimb
mechanism of each wing of B2 contains extra linkages
which constrain it to one DoF. These differences preclude
exact replication of the movements and kinematics of a
biological bat in B2.
Careful consideration of the similarities between B2 and
the biological bat is thus necessary to produce meaningful
comparisons between the two for successful optimization
results. Marker selection was performed as in (Hoff et al.
2016). B2 has markers on the shoulder, elbow, wrist,
three wingtips, hip, and ankle that correspond well to
equivalent markers on the biological bat. The shoulder
marker matches marker p1 on B2. Likewise, the elbow and
wrist have the equivalent markers p2 and p4 on B2. The
bat’s three wingtips paired with B2’s wingtips p10, p11, and
p12, and the hip and ankle with p13 and p14. However, B2
lacks joints on its digits that are present in the biological
bat, which has two joints on each of the three digits. These
markers on the biological bat were omitted. The sternum
markers on the bat were also not matched to B2, but they
were used to define the body-referenced coordinate frame
of the biological bat.
The motion capture data of these chosen markers (of the
form pi =
[
xi yi zi
]>
for one wingbeat cycle) of the
biological bat were combined into a matrix with identical
format as equation (1) but with np = 8 markers instead of
17 markers. Likewise for B2, for a set of choices of Qa
and P over a wingbeat cycle, the forward kinematics in
equation (15) in turn with the projection of the biological
bat markers produce the marker positions for each instant in
time, and the data can be similarly compiled into the matrix
with the same form as equation (1) for the np = 8 selected
markers.
5.2 Constrained optimization formulation
The forward kinematics equations given by equation (15)
establish the relationship of the configuration variables and
physical parameters to the positions of the markers on B2
when the constraints in Section 4 are satisfied. Using this
map, the trajectories of B2’s markers can be compared
to those of the biological bat. This comparison can be
quantified as a cost function that penalizes B2 for deviating
from the movement of the biological bat. A constrained
optimization problem is then formulated such that the
minimizing variables are the trajectories of the actuated
coordinates Qa and the physical parameter vector P .
However, not all of the parameters that describe the
structure of B2 can be changed. It is unnecessary to
optimize for r because this parameter can simply be
absorbed into each of the digit lengths d1, d2, and d3.
Changing r would not affect the length of the digits. The
two offsets o1 and o2 are fixed parameters and thus cannot
be optimized. The hindlimbs of the biological bat are not
being considered because they are significantly smaller than
those of B2. Hindlimbs this small fail to stabilize B2.
Thus, the body length b, the angle γ4 on the hindlimb,
and the length of the hindlimb l are not optimized. The 12
optimized parameters h1, h2, r1, r2, rs, c, d1, d2, d3, γ1, γ2,
and γ3 are combined into the vector P¯ . The parameters C
for the coupling mechanism have been tuned by hand such
that the spindle trajectory xSP(t) closely matches the ideal
trajectory were the spindle allowed free range of motion
in the optimization, i.e. if xSP was directly actuated and
optimized for as presented in the methods of (Hoff et al.
2016).
The trajectory of the crank angle is parameterized by an
angular frequency ω and a phase shift φ as
qC (ti) = ωti + φ (16)
A brushless DC motor connected by a set of gears drives the
crank at some fixed throttle, and this throttle is a mapping
to the frequency ω. These parameters are grouped into the
vector AC =
[
ω φ
]>
. The hindlimb trajectory qDV(t) is
not optimized because the hindlimbs are used for control in
flight, and thus tracking biology in this case would lead to
instability.
The optimization process is separated into two routines.
The set of trajectory coefficients AC and the structural
parameters P¯ are optimized individually using MATLAB’s
constrained optimization algorithm fmincon with an
interior-point algorithm. For a given routine, the variable
to be optimized is expressed as X ∈ {AC, P¯}. First, the
optimized variable is selected to be X = AC to find the
coefficients for the crank trajectory. Given the values for
qC and C, equations (7) and (9) provide analytical solutions
to the spindle position qFL and the flapping angle xSP.
Equations (12) and (14), those mathematically describing
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the constraints of the forelimb mechanism, are solved to
find Q. From this, the forward kinematics in equation (15)
can be computed to find B2’s marker positions. These
positions at each instant in time over a wingbeat cycle are
grouped together to form the data matrix Mˆ. PCA is then
performed to acquire the first two principal components
of the given iteration from this generated data. PCA is
only performed once on the biological data, outside of
the optimization routine, because it is independent of the
optimizing variables. The cost function J (defined in the
following section) is computed from these values.
The routine for P¯ is then successively run. The routine
is identical except that the variable being optimized is
changed and the constraints slightly differ. This sequence of
consecutively running the optimization routines is iterated
until a converging solution is reached. About four iterations
have shown to be adequate. Furthermore, we have run
tests for various initial conditions of both the structure and
the crank trajectory. When the initial conditions for the
structure are a feasible configuration, i.e. one that can be
actuated without singularities, the optimization converges
to a common solution with minimal variation.
5.3 Cost function
It is important to define a mathematical space in which the
principal components between B2 and the biological bat
can be matched. The most obvious choice is to directly
minimize the 2-norm of the difference between principal
components. However, the principal components alone are
a set of eigenvectors and emphasize the dominant directions
of motion. They say nothing about the temporal component
of the spatiotemporal data. The temporal component is
described by the projection of the original data onto its
set of principal components, also known as the principal
component score. The projection shows the weights of
the principal components over the wingbeat cycle, or the
importance of the principal components over the time
period. The formulation presented here compares the data
between B2 and the biological bat after performing PCA
and reconstructing the data. This incorporates both the
principal components as well as their projections.
Reconstruction via PCA is formulated as follows. The
matrixMr refers to the reconstruction after dimensionality
reduction from PCA on the biological bat dataM. Matrix
Mˆr is similarly generated from the simulated B2 data
Mˆ. Only the steps for finding Mr are included because
the procedure is identical for finding Mˆr. First, mean
subtraction is performed to make each column ofM to have
zero mean. This can be quantified as
Mc =M− 1nµ>. (17)
The term 1n is a column vector of 1’s with length
n, i.e. the number of time samples. The term µ> =
[
µ1 µ2 · · · µ3np
]
represents the sample mean of the
xyz coordinates of the markers over all the time samples,
i.e. the mean of the columns of matrix M. Variable µ1 is
the mean of the x coordinate of p1 over all t, µ2 is the mean
of the y coordinate of p1, and so on.
Next, SVD is applied to the mean-centered matrix Mc
giving
Mc = UΣV>. (18)
The data matrices are formatted such that
V = [v1 v2 · · · v3np] contains the principal
components. Thus, the jth column of V is the
component vj . Additionally, the matrix UΣ =[
u1σ1 u2σ2 · · · u3npσ3np
]
represents the temporal
weights of the principal components over the wingbeat
cycle, with the weight vector ui as the ith column of U ,
and singular value σi as the ith diagonal element of Σ. We
then perform dimensionality reduction by setting all except
the first two singular values of Σ equal to zero such that
only the first two principal components v1 and v2 are used
to reconstruct the data. Using the mean of the data matrix
and the first two principal components, the data can be
reconstructed with the reduced order matrices given by
Mr = 1nµ> + u1σ1v>1 + u2σ2v>2 (19)
The mean is removed from the original matrix prior to SVD,
so it is added in reconstruction as 1nµ>. The reconstructed
data for B2 is similarly derived. The matricesMr and Mˆr
will be in the same format as equation (1), but the vectors
pi(t) and pˆi(t) are replaced with the terms pr, i(t) and
pˆr, i(t). These denote the reconstructed marker positions.
Both matrices will have at most rank 3. The mean, the first
principal component, and the second principal component
each contribute one dimension.
Repetitions of the optimization procedure indicated
that there was little improvement in the minimum value
computed for the cost function when increasing the number
of principal components to more than two. Using more
than only the two most dominant principal components was
redundant.
Given the matrices Mˆr andMr, the optimization of B2
over a wingbeat cycle is formulated as
minimize
X
J (X ) =
∥∥∥Mˆr (X )−Mr∥∥∥2
F
subject to f1 : γ1 ≤ γ2 ≤ γ3
f2 : lk ≤ P¯k ≤ uk, k = 1, . . . , 12
g1 : qC(t1)− qC(tn) ∈ {0,±2pi, · · · } .
(20)
The notation for this equation will be described in the
following several paragraphs. The variable being optimized
is X ∈ {AC, P¯} such that each is optimized separately
in its own routine as described above. The matrix Mˆr
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is dependent on the optimization variable X because its
changing values will affect the marker positions of B2.
The objective function J implements the sum of squared
differences between the Euclidean positions of the markers
B2 and the biological bat that are reconstructed from the
mean and the first two principal components. Thus, the
function is written as the Frobenius norm, which is given
by
‖A‖2F =
n∑
i=1
m∑
j=1
|aij |2 , A ∈ Rn×m (21)
where aij is the element in the ith row and jth column of
matrix A. These marker positions are reconstructed from
the two most dominant principal components, and thus
matching the reconstructed markers of B2 to those of the
biological bat will embed the synergies found in the bat into
B2.
The inequality constraint f1 prevents the digits of B2
from overlapping with each other in the optimization. The
second constraint f2 sets upper and lower bounds on the
structural parameters. The term P¯k refers to the kth element
of P¯ , and these elements are restricted to a range with the
lower and upper bounds lk and uk on the optimization of
the structural parameters. Specifically, the digit angles γ1,
γ2, and γ3 are restricted to the range [−pi, pi]. The values
for h1, h2, r1, r2, rs, and c have feasible limitations for
their lower bounds. The structure would be impossible to
construct for too small of values because joints and parts
would overlap. Lower bounds were chosen appropriately
based on the structural limitations. The upper bound for
each was selected to be the wingspan BR.a. of Rousettus
aegyptiacus (Norberg 1972; Norberg and Rayner 1987).
This is beyond any reasonable size for these links and thus
provides freedom for the optimizer while also reducing the
search space to improve computation time. The three digit
lengths were allowed to decrease to length 0, and were
restricted from lengths above that of the longest digit of
Rousettus aegyptiacus (Norberg 1972). This prevents B2
from having abnormally long digits and a small forelimb
structure. The equality constraint g1 is given to ensure the
periodicity of the crank cycle. Mathematically speaking, the
crank should start and end at the same angle wrapped to the
interval 2pi.
6 Results
In this paper, we claim that mimicking biology more
closely through a second stage of design of a robot can
improve the robot’s performance. Specifically, for the case
of B2, we have optimized the kinematic synergies of its
wings to match those of a biological bat with motion
capture data. We validate B2’s matching of biology through
simulation results and motion capture experiments, and
we show an improvement in performance through lift
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Figure 6. Principal components 1 and 2 of the biological bat
(red) and B2 (dotted black). For biology, the first principal
component is column 1 of matrix V , and the second is column
2. This is the same for B2 in matrix Vˆ .
force measurement tests on a load cell. Flight results
demonstrate that this new design does not induce unstable
modes in B2’s orientation. The simulation results of the
optimization routine give the new wing structure with
optimized geometric parameters as well as the actuator
trajectories of B2 that best replicate the synergies of the
biological bat. We compare the biologically meaningful
angles qFL, qRP, qFE, and qAA in B2 and the biological bat
as well as their two most dominant principal components.
The simulation results are verified in experiment in
which the optimized structure of B2 is assembled and
tested. B2’s kinematics are recorded in Vicon motion
capture experiments, and the results are compared to
simulation results and the biological bat data. Load cell
results measuring lift force production substantiate our
claim of improved performance by comparing the new
mechanisms activation of the folding-unfolding synergy
within a wingbeat case to the case when the wings are fixed
in the outstretched position. B2’s resulting behavior in both
simulation and experiments closely matches biology, and
there are significant lift production improvements as a result
of the folding-unfolding of the wings within a wingbeat.
6.1 Simulation
The performance of the optimization routine can be
evaluated by the similarity of the resulting two dominant
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Figure 8. Comparison of the trajectory results of one wingbeat cycle of biologically meaningful angles of the biological bat (red),
the simulation of B2 (dotted black), and the experimental results of B2 from four Vicon motion capture tests (solid black with gray
outline). The gray shading is the range between the maximum and minimum values of the four tests with frequencies between
3.5Hz to 5Hz, and the solid black line is the mean of these tests. In each plot, the angle offsets have been removed by
subtracting the mean angle position over the period from each sample such that each angle is centered about the origin. B2’s
angles qRP, qFE, and qAA are coupled in their motion, and they depend solely on the spindle position xSP. The flapping angle qFL is
driven by the crank. With the coupling mechanism engaged, the system reduces to one DoF. The crank angle qC will drive xSP,
and resultantly these four biologically meaningful angles are coupled.
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Figure 7. Original prototype structure (dotted red) of B2 vs.
the resulting structure (black) after running optimization.
principal components in the biological bat and B2. These
components are eigenvectors, and they form a basis in
which the markers on B2 and the biological bat are defined.
Figure 6 displays the similarity between the two sets of
principal components. The variable number refers to the
Cartesian coordinate of a given marker, and the weight
determines its value. A principal component gives the
direction of motion of each data marker, and a linear
combination of all of the principal components added to
the mean marker positions reproduces the actual positions
of the markers. The reconstructed motion of the points can
be determined using the principal components and their
weights over time.
The resulting decision parameters from the optimization
routine that yield these principle components are the
trajectories of the actuated coordinates Qa and the values
for the physical parameter vector P¯ . These new physical
parameters are compared against the values of the original
prototype in Table 1 and Figure 7. There are changes in
the placement and lengths of the three digits as well as the
linkages that affect the mechanism’s kinematic behavior.
Direct comparison of these to biology, however, is not
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Figure 9. Wingtip marker trajectory comparisons of the biological bat (red) and B2 in simulation (dotted black) and motion
capture experiments (blue, green and orange) for one wingbeat period.
as informative because of the topological differences in
structure between the wings of B2 and the biological
bat. The crank trajectory qC and B2’s new parameters
by themselves do not offer a meaningful comparison.
Therefore, we consider the resulting joint evolution of the
biologically meaningful angles in B2 that are produced as
a result of the selection of these decision parameters and
compare these to biology.
These angles in B2 over a wingbeat cycle were calculated
via simulation and are compared to those of the biological
bat in Figure 8. Both B2 and the biological bat have a
flapping frequency of 8 Hz, giving a wingbeat period of
0.125 s. Only one wingbeat cycle is shown in the results. In
this figure, we have presented the angles with their offsets
removed. This is calculated as
qci (t) = qi(t)− q¯i, q¯i =
1
n
n∑
t=1
qi(t) (22)
where qi is the choice of {qRP, qFE, qAA, qFL}, q¯i is the mean
of qi(t) over the period, and qci (t) is the mean-centered
angle. We center the angles because the structural topology
of B2 is fundamentally different from biology; it included
extra linkages not present in biology. The absolute angles
on these two structures are not as informative for comparing
the evolution of their joints. Centering allows comparison of
the changing behavior of the joint angles over the wingbeat
period.
As seen in the figure, B2’s resulting wingbeat period
includes folding-unfolding of the wings as well as the
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Parameter Original Optimized Unit
h1 3.5 3.0 cm
h2 2.0 1.5 cm
r1 4.2 3.5 cm
r2 6.0 8.8 cm
rs 6.0 9.2 cm
c 1.5 1.7 cm
d1 10.0 12.2 cm
d2 10.0 8.8 cm
d3 10.0 6.7 cm
γ1 −37.0 0.0 ◦
γ2 0.0 12.2
◦
γ3 37.0 70.2
◦
Table 1. B2’s morphological dimensions. The optimized
parameters are the results when the coupling mechanism is
used.
vertical flapping motion of the wings similar to a biological
bat in straight flight. The elbow and wrist angles qFE
and qAA track biology very accurately. The amplitude
of B2’s flapping angle qFL is lower than that of the
biological bat. Structural and actuator limitations prohibit
this large of a flapping amplitude to be implemented in
hardware. If the crank radius rc were to be lengthened to
increase flapping amplitude, the system nears mechanical
singularities because the drive link l1 reaches configurations
close to parallel with the shoulder and lockups occur. The
shoulder angles qRP have different amplitudes because of
the difference in mechanical advantages between B2 and
biology. B2’s armwing mechanism was designed to have
a large mechanical advantage to lower the torque load on
the motor, and as a result the spindle xSP moves a relatively
longer distance to produce the wing folding-unfolding. This
in turn results in a large amplitude of qRP.
The coordinated motion of flapping and folding of the
wings can be observed in Figure 9. The actual marker
trajectories of the three wingtips of both biology and
simulation are plotted. While B2’s flapping amplitude is
smaller than biology, its synchronization of flapping and
folding have the same distinct pattern as biology. The wings
begin to extend toward the end of the upstroke portion of
the wingbeat period, and they reach full extension during
the downstroke. Like biology, the wings then retract in
preparation for the upstroke. B2 demonstrates this properly
timed synchronization of flapping and folding in spite of
only having one DoA driving the wings.
6.2 Experiments
We constructed B2 with the optimized parameters from
Table 1, and the robot prototype is displayed in Figure 3
and Figure 10. Carbon fiber rods were used for parameters
B
Retracted
A
Extended
Figure 10. A: Optimized B2 prototype with wings at full
extension. B: Optimized B2 prototype with wings fully
retracted.
h1, r1, r2, rs, d1, d2, d3, and h1. The parameters h2 and
c were included in the dimensions of 3D printed parts.
The fuselage consists of two carbon fiber plates secured
to each other with nylon screws and plates. We replaced
the carbon fiber shoulder plates with aluminum plates (h)
to minimize structural deformations when the system was
flapping. Thrust axial bearings (a) in each of the armwing
joints reduce friction and allow for smooth folding of the
wings. A BLDC motor (g) is attached to the pinion gear (f)
to power the gearbox (e,d) in between the fuselage plates.
Metal collars (i) hold the gearbox in place. The crank arms
are tightened to the crankshaft with set screws, and their
ends connect to the shoulder with ball-and-socket joints (b)
and a threaded rod.
We built the coupling mechanism with 3D printed parts
and ball-and-socket joints. Two ball-and-socket joints (c)
fixed together by a threaded rod connect the crank arm
to the 3D printed rocker arm. This arm is similarly
connected to the slider with two ball-and-socket joints. We
minimized slider friction by inserting a Teflon tube in the
3D printed part that is constrained to the stainless steel rod
that replaced the spindle. Finally, we secured a compliant
silicone membrane to the wings, hindlimbs, and body. The
membrane’s flexibility allows for the changing wing area
over a wingbeat. Excess tension inhibits actuation.
6.3 Motion capture
The simulation results from the optimization can be verified
experimentally by measuring the kinematic behavior of the
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optimized prototype. We developed an experiment to record
the equivalent marker positions of the prototype over a
full wingbeat period in order to examine the agreement
of the biologically meaningful angles between simulation
and the prototype. We attached reflective markers to the
shoulder (p1), elbow (p2), wrist (p4), wingtips (p10, p11,
p12), hip (p13), and ankle (p14) of B2 such that the
biologically meaningful angles qRP, qFE, qAA, and qFL could
be calculated. Each marker was attached on top of B2’s left
wing.
We secured B2 onto a stable platform in the middle of
eight Vicon T40 motion capture cameras in the Intelligent
Robotics Laboratory (IRL) flight arena at the University of
Illinois in Champaign-Urbana. A 2S LiPo battery powered
B2’s BLDC to generate the flapping and folding-unfolding
in each experiment. We left the membrane attached to B2’s
skeleton to be consisted with the other experimental results.
The Vicon Tracker 3.4 software coordinated the cameras
to track the marker locations and output 3D position data
from an inertial frame of reference with origin in the
center of the arena. We utilized the Vicon DataStream SDK
to collect the 3D Cartesian position of each marker at a
frame rate of 100 Hz. We recorded four test with each at a
different throttle input to the motor in order to characterize
the kinematics over a range of wingbeat frequencies from
3.5 Hz to 5 Hz.
We changed the coordinate system from the inertial
reference frame to the body frame to match B2’s
simulations and the biological data. We present the results
of the motion capture experiments in the same manner as
the biological data and simulation results. The resulting
angle trajectories of B2 are compared in Figure 8. Figure 9
gives the comparison of the motion capture position data
of the markers between biology, simulation, and the motion
capture results.
From each of these plots, it can be seen that the
experimental motion capture results match closely with
simulation. The angle trajectories of qRP, qFE and qAA in
Figure 8 have nearly identical behavior to those of B2
in simulation. The angles in each of the tests have been
centered with equation (22) to provide comparison with
biology. There is a phase shift between simulation and
experiment for the angle qFL, and this can be explained by
the rigid set of linkages that drive flapping and folding.
These motions are slaves to the crank, and the different
latencies in each of the responses of flapping and folding
explain this phase shift. Additionally, qFL from the motion
capture data has a larger amplitude. This is seen in both
Figure 8 and in the wing marker trajectories of Figure 9.
The wings consist of carbon fiber rods that are flexible.
The wing inertia during flapping causes these rods to bend,
slightly increasing the measured wing amplitude. This is
most pronounced for the wingtip marker trajectories in
Figure 9.
6.4 Load cell
In biological bats, it is thought that wing folding during
the upstroke reduces the cost of flight because of the
lower wing inertia and drag (Riskin et al. 2012). Bahlman
et al. (2013) constructed a robotic bat to examine this
phenomenon. Similarly, we sought to characterize the
performance improvements because matching the synergies
of biology resulted in wing folding during the upstroke. We
studied the effects that more closely matching biological
synergies had on flight performance by conducting load cell
experiments to measure lift production.
B2 was mounted on an analog six-axis JR3 force-
torque sensor (model #30E12A4). A dSPACE CLP1104
I/O box recorded the signals from the load cell, and these
were saved on a desktop computer with a DS1104 R&D
Controller Board. The signals were sampled at a frequency
of 1000 Hz. We secured B2 to a carbon fiber rod that
protruded from the top of the load cell. A power supply set
at a fixed voltage of 8.4 V powered a speed controller that
drove the BLDC motor.
In order to show lift improvements of the optimized
design, we considered the two cases of flapping with the
coupling mechanism engaged to produce folding-unfolding
within a wingbeat period and flapping with the wings fixed
at full extension (coupling mechanism disengaged). We ran
experiments in a downstream flow with velocity 3 m s−1.
Five tests were recorded for the folding-unfolding case, and
five were recorded for the fixed case for two seconds per
test. In each test, B2 was positioned to have zero angle
of attack. To provide consistency in the results, we drove
B2 to flap at roughly 6 Hz for all tests. This required an
input current of 1.2 A when the wings actively folded and
1.0 A when the wings were fixed at extension. Each test was
recorded for two seconds.
We likewise collected data for the resting position with
no downstream flow to separate lift generation from the
total force readings. The raw data consisted of the net force
in the z direction of the load cell which pointed up for zero
angle of attack. We post-processed the force readings for
each test by subtracting the average resting force readings
from the test data. The resulting data was the force of lift
generated from flapping in the downstream flow.
Figure 11 presents the results of the load cell tests when
B2’s wings were fixed. We plot the lift of three wingbeat
periods for each of the five tests over a 0.5 s interval to
show consistency of the measurements over each period.
The peak lift reading marked the start of a given test such
that the data were aligned properly. Similarly, we present
the results for tests when the coupling mechanism was
engaged to fold the wings in Figure 12. The wingbeat period
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Figure 11. Load cell experiments measuring the force of lift of B2 when the wings are fixed such that no morphing occurs. Five
tests are shown with varying marker styles, each having a frequency of 6Hz. The average lift of all tests was 0.149N. The power
for each test was 8.4W.
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Figure 12. Load cell experiments measuring the force of lift of B2 when the wings are folding and unfolded within a wingbeat.
Five tests are shown with varying marker styles, each having a frequency of 6Hz. The average lift of all tests was 0.282N. The
power for each test was 10.0W.
is clearly visible in both plots, but there are high frequency
oscillations within these periods that are present in the two
plots. B2’s wings are relatively heavy with respect to the
overall body mass, and the flapping motion produces large
inertial forces that cause oscillations about the center of
mass.
We can make two significant observations by comparing
the results of Figure 11 and Figure 12. First, these plots
are in agreement with the hypothesis that a bat’s folding
of its wings during the upstroke portion of the wingbeat
period reduces negative lift (Riskin et al. 2012), and they
complement past experiments in robotic bat wing folding
that have studied this phenomenon (Bahlman et al. 2013).
When a bat folds its wings in the upstroke, both the wing
inertia is reduced and the negative lift is reduced. Reducing
negative lift is constructive because it results in an overall
net lift gain. Clearly, B2’s negative lift is reduced when the
wings are folded in the upstroke. The lift measurements
drop down to around −4 N for fixed flapping, and the
readings for folding have minima of about −3 N.
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Second, we can conclude that overall lift production
is improved. We consider the net generated lift of each
trial by computing its average force over the whole two
seconds of data. This is calculated for each test k as F¯ klift =
1
N
∑N
t=1 F
k
lift(t) where t = 1 marks the start of the first
peak, and t = N is the data point before the last peak. The
mean lift of the folding experiments were 0.267 N, 0.241 N,
0.263 N, 0.304 N and 0.333 N, and those for the fixed case
were 0.153 N, 0.136 N, 0.136 N, 0.157 N and 0.163 N. The
mean over all of these averages with folding engaged is
0.282 N, compared to a mean lift of 0.149 N for the fixed
wing tests. This is an 89 % improvement in lift production.
Additionally, the maximum lift value reached over all the
folding cases peaks above 6 N while the fixed case reaches
only 4 N.
One negative aspect of wing folding is that it can be
accompanied by a reduction in net thrust (Bahlman et al.
2013). In this case, however, thrust penalties were quite low,
with average forward force of 0.007 N less than the fixed
wing case recorded on the load cell. The net forward force
includes both thrust and drag components in the x direction.
Thus, a net force of 0 N means that B2 would maintain its
velocity (the wind speed of the load cell tests),>0 N and its
velocity would increase, and <0 N and its velocity would
decrease. The average forward force for each test was
calculated the same as average lift. The respective averages
of the net forward forces of each of the individual trials are
0.004 N, 0.002 N,−0.001 N,−0.015 N and 0.009 N for the
folding case and 0.010 N, 0.004 N, 0.011 N, 0.010 N and
−0.002 N for the fixed case. The flapping frequency was
approximately 6 Hz for all tests. Increasing the frequency
would generate more thrust for both cases and eliminate
averages that were less than 0 N.
Folding and unfolding of the wings synchronously with
flapping draws more current (1.2 A) than fixed wing
flapping (1.0 A). The extra torque load of the coupling
mechanism driving folding-unfolding is placed on the
crank, and thus the motor requires a higher current to
generate a given wingbeat frequency. While this is a
negative effect of the added mechanism, it may be the
case that B2 can sustain flight with a lower wingbeat
frequency because of these lift improvements. In this case,
it is possible that the overall efficiency of the system is
improved. However, more extensive testing is necessary to
better understand the relationship between thrust, lift, and
electrical power before any claims about efficiency can be
made, but these analysis are beyond the scope of the works
in this paper.
6.5 Flight experiments
We performed a series of untethered flight experiments
in the IRL flight arena with the newly designed system
(Figure 10) to demonstrate that the folding mechanism does
not induce unstable flight modes in B2’s orientation during
flight. This has an open space with a length of about 8 m
equipped with a Vicon motion capture system to record
orientation and foam padding on the ground that protects
the robot from damage during flight tests.
We recorded six 1-second long flight tests. We extended
the hind limbs by 50 % to improve passive stability for
these open-loop tests because the on-board sensing was
not used in order to reduce weight. B2 was launched
manually after initiating the throttle, and its orientation
was recorded by tracking four reflective markers extruding
from the front of the fuselage. The XYZ Euler angles
describing B2’s orientation over each flight are shown in
Figure 13. We note that the Vicon system is sensitive during
these flights because the reflective markers were spaced
closely together: it can be seen from the plots that in each
of the angles, the orientation makes discontinuous jumps
and in some cases the markers are occluded such that
no data points are available. Therefore, we fit third-order
polynomials ignoring the occlusions and outliers to show
the general behavior of the orientation. It is clear from
these figure that, ignoring the discontinuities, each angle is
bounded in its response. This supports our observations of
each flight test that the synchronous folding and flapping
motion does not produce instabilities in the orientation.
In future tests, the on-board computer should be added
for closed loop control. Efforts will also be directed at
extending these flight results to longer durations. We may
also reintroduce control action that makes asynchronous
adjustments to the coupling mechanism on each side to be
suitable for extended closed loop flight to compensate for
roll instabilities. We will require a controlled environment
with more space to perform extended flight tests.
7 Conclusion
Vertebrates’ morphology and kinematic dimensional com-
plexity make the design of biomimetic robots with equiva-
lent complexity infeasible. Given the stringent weight limits
and power requirements in smaller animals, it is currently
impossible to replicate their dimensional complexity in
the context of robotic inspired biology. Thus, topological
simplifications must be made to reduce this complexity
while still retaining the morphological properties of the
biological system.
In this work, we propose a generic solution to replicate
the prohibitively hard-to-mimic kinematic specializations
found in biological systems with functionally versatile
dynamic skeletal conformations based on characterizing
key dominant modes and matching these modes in the space
of principal components.
We applied a principal component analysis (PCA)-
centered design paradigm to improve the performance of
our bat-inspired robotic platform B2 by consolidating the
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Figure 13. Orientation of B2 in XYZ Euler angles for six manually launched open-loop flight tests sampled at 100Hz with the
Vicon motion capture system. The flight time of each test is approximately 1 s. We fix the inertial frame to be the orientation of B2
at the first time sample, and the Euler angles are measured with respect to this inertial frame. The actual data for each test is
plotted with solid markers. The gaps in between markers are occlusions in which no orientation could be determined. The lines
are best-fit third-order polynomials to the data points ignoring the outliers in the data. The reflective markers on B2 were
relatively close together and occasionally caused the Vicon Tracker 3.4 software to miscalculate orientation, which explains these
jumps in the readings.
mechanism of B2 with key biological modes such as
wing folding-unfolding known to enhance the energetic
efficiency of bat flight.
The bulky, compliant terminal organs in bat interact
with their fluid environments and evidence suggests that
folding the wings during the upstroke motion contributes
to the efficiency of flight by curtailing the magnitude of
the negative lift force, which acts antagonistically on the
wings muscles. Following this design framework, such an
energetic efficiency enhancement is achieved automatically
as the kinematic synergies, which are the design descriptors
and matched to those from bats, have direct influence on the
aerodynamic terms.
First, a kinematic model of B2 was developed before
presenting the synergistic design method to further the
development of the geometric structure of B2 and shape
its actuator trajectories over a wingbeat cycle. Further
modifications were implemented by applying optimization
of these synergies to find the behavior of B2 over a wingbeat
and the physical parameters defining the constrained
topology.
Secondly, B2 undertook a major hardware redesign
based on coupling the flapping and folding-unfolding
movements to accommodate the optimal solutions. The
primary version of B2 was constructed with only five DoAs
such that it exhibits synergies evident in biological bats.
From a practical standpoint, this design cannot fit into
the synergistic design that projects the rapid mediolateral
movement of the forelimbs because the electric motors
hosted in the original design of B2 have limited output
power.
The numerical and experimental results obtained in
this work validate the effectiveness of the synergistic
design approach outlined in this paper and confirm similar
behavior of B2 to the biological bat through optimization
of synergies. A major achievement is realized through
reducing the high dimensional kinematics of bats. Though
B2 has a significantly reduced dimensional complexity, it
exhibits geometric movement like that of a biological bat
(e.g., joint angles and marker positions). The optimization
formulation depended on matching dominant principal
components, and the results of matching joint angle
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progressions and marker trajectories between B2 and
biology demonstrate the effectiveness of these synergies for
selection of geometric parameters and actuator inputs. In
addition, the optimized folding-unfolding design showcases
significant aerodynamic superiority over the fixed wing
case.
Folding and unfolding the wings within a wingbeat
cycle is not only a significant achievement in itself, but it
also creates new avenues of research for this project. A
recent study considered the costs of hovering for insects,
hummingbirds, and bats, and it concluded that the folding
and unfolding phenomenon of bat flight allows some
species to hover (Vejdani et al. 2017). Thus, B2’s capability
to fold its wings during the upstroke may allow hovering
to be possible, as well as other advanced and challenging
flight maneuvers. This greatly extends the capabilities of
this robotic platform.
Performance and efficiency and can further be improved
through addressing limitations of the newly designed
folding system. This flapping and folding mechanisms are
systems of rigid linkages that both connect to the crank
arm, and consequently there is latency in the transitions
of wing folding and flapping. The large wing inertia exerts
varying torques to the crank, and energy is lost at points
of high torque that the BLDC must overcome. Biological
bats avoid these difficulties by harnessing elasticity of their
tendons to recover energy over the course of the wingbeat
period (Konow et al. 2015). Similarly, we can reduce energy
loss in B2 by the addition of compliant elements that can
store energy during periods of high torque and release the
energy later in the period. In future works, we will consider
replacing some elements of the coupling mechanism with
compliant linkages to reduce torque load on the motor and
store elastic energy.
Folding during the upstroke improved lift performance
with minor thrust penalties, but the redesign of B2
eliminated the two control actions of asynchronous
mediolateral wing morphing that aid in roll stabilization.
However, this actuation can be reintroduced to recover these
lost DoAs by active manipulation of the configuration of the
coupling mechanism. For example, motors can reposition
the rocker arms of the coupling mechanism on either side
to change the folding amplitudes of the wings in real time.
Asynchronous control of folding amplitude will produce
similar effects as direct actuation of the spindles because
this allows average wing area on either side to be controlled,
thus changing the aerodynamic torque on the system.
It is worth noting that the resulting kinematics is
not guaranteed to yield stable flight dynamics. This
optimization design procedure is based solely on kinematic
behavior; aerodynamic forces are not considered. Closed-
loop feedback is necessary and is addressed in separate
works.
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Notes
1. Dorsal is the direction towards the back of the bat, and ventral
is pointed towards the stomach. This is elevation-depression
(up-down) movement.
2. Wrist pronation is the movement of the wrist angle with
respect to body pitch.
3. Flexion means a bending motion that decreases the angle
between two attached segments, and extension is a stretching
motion that increases this angle.
4. Abduction refers to the motion of an appendage away from
the midline of the body or another appendage, and adduction
refers to moving or pulling towards the midline.
5. Medial is towards the body centerline, lateral is away from it.
This is side to side motion.
6. Plane offset from the plane dividing the body into right and
left halves.
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